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This 
presentation

Quick overview

Evidence-based 
practice

The continuously 
developing practitioner



Good might mean…

Good (and 
consistent) 
standard

Good 
quantity

Good 
feedback

Good impact
Good value 
for money



Good guidance 
services means Policy

Performance management

Quality Assurance

Professionalism

Evaluation

Work with stakeholders



What is evidence-based practice?  

Idea derives from medicine

Scientist-practitioner model

Hard to argue with but…



Evidence is tricky

 Connects to career development theory

 What counts as evidence depends on:

 your world view

 how you define guidance

 Ownership and control of evidence 



How do we 
conceptualise 
outcomes?   

Big picture 
vs small 
picture

Proximal 
vs distal

Qualitative 
vs 

qualitative

Subjective 
vs 

objective 



Choice of 
outcome 
variables

Economic

Educational

Psychological

Social



Abuses of 
evidence 

Not considering evidence quality

Not considering counter-evidence

Cherry picking

Over-generalisation

Evidence used to claim authority



Different kinds of knowledge

Contextual

- Public policy 

- Opportunity structure

- Resource constraints

- Organisational setting

- Service user group 

characteristics

- Stakeholder expectations

- Professional ethics

- Cultural expectations 

Service user

Voice

- Often neglected but a unique 

perspective

- Pragmatic insights

- Politically good to include

Evidence

- Research evidence

- Service evaluations

- What works for whom…in 

what setting?  



An integrated model for evidence-based practice 
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Service user 
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So practitioners need to… 

 Build their contextual knowledge

 Be aware of the evidence base

 Develop their professional judgement

Central role for CPD and reflective practice 



CDI support for CPD

• Conferences

• Training days 

• Webinars

• ‘Cutting edge’ joint events with NICEC

• Free resources & publications 

• CDI Scotland meetings & social media



Quarterly online members meeting: 
Thursday 27th January 4:30pm

✓ Meet CDI president

✓ Work of CDI in the home nations

✓ Learning from good practice in Wales 



Reflective practice 

 Record and reflect upon CPD

 Professional register
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